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Abstract:
A load vs. deflection evaluation of the new Triumph Bonneville (NTB) rear wheel spokes
was made to validate the hypothesis “It's possible that the long moment arms on the inner
spokes make them so flexible that they're just along for the ride. If that's the case then the
NTB rear wheel is a 20 spoke wheel with 20 additional spokes of dead weight -- which to me
is the definition of poor design”. Load vs. deflection testing of actual Bonneville spokes
using a pull test fixture that accurately duplicated wheel geometry showed the hypothesis to
be false. Once the spokes are preloaded as they would be on an actual wheel, the load vs.
deflection curves are very similar for all the spokes. The test data was then used as input to
a computer wheel model and results of the model show that all the spokes contribute to the
wheel’s response to loads and no spokes are “just along for the ride.” The evaluation
concluded that the Triumph Bonneville rear wheel spokes should have adequate load margin
for worst case expected road loads. Nevertheless, like all spoked wheels, variations in
wheel set-up as well as operating conditions can cause the Bonneville rear wheel spokes to
become overloaded.
If overloaded, the spokes yield, permanently loose tension, and
ultimately cause the broken spokes that have been experienced on the Bonneville. The risk
of broken spokes cannot be eliminated on the Bonneville rear wheel or any other spoked
wheel but it can be reduced by checking and maintaining the spoke tension.
Introduction:
Several broken spokes have been reported on the rear wheels of the new Triumph
Bonneville (NTB) motorcycles. On a Triumph forum member poll, at the time this is written,
there were 9 reported failures. Three occurred on the left rear outside spoke and two each
were reported on the remaining 3 types of spokes (left inside, right inside and right outside) 2.
As a result, there has been owner concern that the broken spokes are caused by a poor
wheel design that is incapable of coping with the loads placed on the spokes. The concern
has been heightened by the new Hinckley Bonnevilles having a different type of spoke lacing
than the traditional Meriden made Bonnevilles. The “Traditional” motorcycle wheels used on
the Meriden Triumph (and also on many other brands both then and now) have their spokes
attached to the hubs on alternating sides of the hub flange. The alternating arrangement
allows the spokes to have a short bend where the spokes attach to the hub and thus have
low bending moments at that bend. (Even so, broken spokes are still not uncommon with
this design.3,4,5) The new design has all the spokes attached to the inside of the flange so
that one spoke (the most inside) has to have a longer bend to allow it to “wrap around” the
other (outside) spoke. Triumph is not alone in adopting this type of wheel and it is found on
“metric cruisers” such as the 2008 Honda Shadow.
The design flaw hypothesis is summarized as:
It's possible that the long moment arms on the inner spokes make them so flexible
that they're just along for the ride. If that's the case then the NTB rear wheel is a 20
spoke wheel with 20 additional spokes of dead weight -- which to me is the
definition of poor design. I'm not alone in this opinion, just about every big
wheelbuilder (Woody's, Buchanan's, and even an unnamed individual at Central
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Wheel -- the folks that assemble the wheels for Triumph) has expressed concern
about this hub design6.
Objective:
The objective of this evaluation was to test the above hypothesis by performing load vs.
deflection testing of actual Triumph Bonneville spokes in a geometry representing the actual
wheel attachment and then to use those load/deflection data to analyze the rear wheel’s
response to loads.

Wheel Geometry:
The NTB rear wheel spoke attachment is shown in Figure 1. The figure shows how the
spokes are attached to the inside of the hub and how the inner spokes overlap the outside
spokes. The figure also shows that the difference in the bent section length is partly offset by
the inner spokes having their attachments countersunk more deeply into the hub flange.
The straight edge highlights the spoke bending that takes place when the spokes are
preloaded in tension.
Figure 2 shows the basic geometric element of the rear wheel spoke arrangement – the
four spoke group. When properly tensioned, the spokes in each of these groups balance the
forces in the rotational direction and in the direction of the wheel side loads (which are
parallel to the centerline of the rear axle). The resultant radial load from each 4 spoke group
is then balanced by the symmetric resultant radial force from the group located 180o around
the wheel.
Figure 3 shows the measured geometry of the Triumph Bonneville spokes used for the
test. According to the supplier, Bike Bandit, the same spokes are used on the Triumph
Bonneville, the Triumph Bonneville T100 and the Triumph Thruxton models. The figure
shows the lengths and diameters of the different portions of the spoke as well as the load
line dimension between the hub and rim attachment.
The dimensions of the hub and rim spoke circles are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The 40
spokes on the rear wheel are comprised of 4 spoke groups arranged in the pattern shown in
Figure 4. The pattern repeats every 36 degrees. The axial location of the attach points are
shown in Figure 5. The spokes attach to the rim with an offset of about 0.21” from the
centerline of the hub. Although the spokes are bent, the tension load line directly connects
the attachment points and the test geometry was set up to likewise match that wheel
geometry.
Test Geometry:
If the load lines in Figure 5 are replaced with the actual spoke geometry, the hub and
spoke arrangement looks like what is depicted in Figure 6.
The spoke pull test fixture, shown in Figure 7, was designed to preserve the angles that
the spoke makes at the rim and hub; to match the spoke load line with the test equipment
load line; to simulate, as closely as possible, the attachment of the spoke head into the hub;
to simulate the attachment at the rim, and to duplicate the friction of the nipple with the steel
rim. The last design constrain assures that, If the spoke is tensioned using a torque wrench
on the nipple, the nipple/rim friction is closely duplicated in order to accurately determine the
expected spoke preload.
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The spoke load vs. deflection testing was performed by putting the Pull Test Fixture into
the Spoke Pull Test Assembly shown in Figure 8. The Test Assembly consists of a movable
frame comprised of two chrome steel shafts connected at the top and bottom by square steel
bars. The movable frame slides between two bronze bearings attached to a steel plate.
One end of the pull test fixture is fastened to the steel plate and the other is fastened to the
moveable frame. The Test Assembly is placed in a hydraulic press which provides force to
the moveable frame through a hydraulic load cell. The load cell has a piston area of one
square inch so that a pressure gauge attached to it can directly read the load force. The
downward deflection is measured by a dial indicator.
The Test Assembly has about 10 pounds of friction in the load cell and the moveable
frame also weighs about 10 pounds. Therefore, force measurements had to be corrected to
account for these test biases to get the actual spoke load.
Test Procedure and Results:
Preload Test:
The first set of tests had the objective of determining the amount of preload that can be
expected on the spokes in actual service. The test was performed by placing each spoke in
the pull test assembly and adjusting the distance between the hub simulator and rim
simulator to match the appropriate load line dimension from Figure 3. The dimension was
set using an adjustable spacing tool, shown in Figure 9 that was adjusted with a caliper to
the load line dimensions in Figure 3 plus the pull test fixture offsets from Figure 7. The tool
was placed on the lower square steel bar (Figure 8) and the spoke nipple was turned until
the tool contacted the upper steel plate. At that location, the dial indicator was zeroed and
the spacing tool was removed.
The preload was then determined by turning the spoke nipple with a Fasst Company
Spoke Torque Wrench7, also shown in Figure 9. The nipple was turned ¼ turn at a time.
After each turn, the hydraulic load was increased to keep the dial indicator at zero. The
process continued until the torque wrench reached it’s setting of 48 inch-pounds. The
preloads measured for each spoke were:
Left Outside:
Left Inside:
Right Outside:
Right Inside:

440 pounds
440 pounds
400 pounds
450 pounds.

These preloads correspond to predicted preloads with a friction factor of about 0.4. It is
not surprising that they are approximately the same because the same nipple and simulated
rim were used in all cases and the only difference was the thread friction.
Initial Load vs. Deflection Tests:
The load vs. deflection tests were performed by setting up in the same manner as the
preload test. However, instead of setting the preload by the torque wrench, the preload was
set so that the tests would start at a preload similar to the actual wheel. To meet the 4
spoke load balance, the right side spokes have to be preloaded to a value of about 20%
higher than the left. So for deflection testing, the target preload was 400 pounds for left side
spokes and 475 pounds for right side spokes. (The selected preload doesn’t really affect
the results, but just defines the zero deflection point. By trying to match the preload to the
real case, the test results can be more intuitively compared to the real wheel case.) Once
the preload was set, the tests were done by first reducing load until the spoke relaxed 0.025
inch from the preload position and then applying load until the spoke stretched 0.025 inch
from the preload position. The load was then reduced to zero in steps.
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The initial load vs. deflection curves for each of the spokes are shown in Figures 10
through 13. The curves show that the spokes have three modes of operation that can be
explained by referring to Figure 14. The line diagram below the spoke drawing has computer
drawn lines connecting: the nipple pivot point (A), the end of the nipple (B), the transition
between the thin diameter shank and the larger diameter shank (C), the ends of the curved
piece (D&E) and the pivot point at the hub attachment (F). The line diagram shows how the
spoke deforms when loaded. (The deflected condition can also be clearly seen in the photo
in Figure 1.) When first loaded, the spoke acts like a wishbone and most of the deflection is
due to bending. In this mode, the spoke has a fairly low stiffness. However, by the time the
spoke is loaded to the preload value, the spoke moves into the second, elastic, mode and
the long shank bends closer to the load line. At that point, the spokes become more of a true
tension member and the spoke becomes much stiffer. The load vs. deflection is nearly linear
in the second mode and least-squares straight line fits are indicated for this mode on each of
the figures.
The third mode of operation is yielding. At about 700 to 800 pounds of load, the
deflection reaches the proportional limit and starts to deviate from the straight elastic curve.
At some point beyond that, the spoke yields and the deflection becomes plastic. The test
was stopped at a deflection of 0.025 inch and the load was then removed in steps. The
spokes came back down the load deflection curve, passing through each of the bending
modes in reverse. However, having reached the yield point, the return line is offset by the
amount of permanent set, approximately 0.015 inch.
With the exception of the initial “bending mode” the spokes follow a textbook load vs.
deflection curve8. The difference is textbook cases are based on tests of a simple bar. The
bend in the spoke introduces the first, wishbone-like, “bending” mode that a bar does not
have. All the spokes deform very similarly. In the elastic range, the spoke stiffness ranges
from a low of 25,050 lb/in for the right outside spoke to a high of 31,400 lb/in for the left
outside spoke. Figure 15 compares the load vs. displacement curves for all the spokes.
Wheel Computer Model Load Assessment:
Although the spokes on a wheel such as the Bonneville rear wheel act as tension
members, overall wheel loads are not accommodated solely by increasing tension. The
loads are accommodated by displacing the hub relative to the rim. The hub displacement
increases tension on some spokes but also reduces it on others. Therefore, when a load is
put on the wheel, the hub moves until its displacement balances the sum of the spoke forces
with the newly imparted load. In balancing those forces, spokes that are unloaded contribute
just as much as spokes that are loaded. In a properly designed wheel, the spokes that have
their tension increased will still have a load less than the proportional limit and the spokes
that have their tension reduced do not have their tension reduced to zero. Put in terms of
the discussion of the load vs. deflection curves, the spokes should remain in the second,
elastic, mode.
The load/displacement curves of Figure 15 were used in a computer model of the
Triumph Bonneville rear wheel to determine the type of loading and deflection that the
spokes experience on the road and to compare those loads and deflections with the limits
identified in the load vs. deflection tests. The computer model consists of 10 groups of 4
spoke geometry matching the dimensions of Figures 3 through 5. The model directly uses
the Figure 15 load vs. displacement curves by reading them as tables and linearly
interpolating between measured data points.
Preload is an uncertainty in a model such as this. Each 4 spoke group balances the
rotational and axial loads among itself and the radial loads with the opposite group. Since
that amounts to 8 tensions balancing three directions of force, there are 8 unknowns with
only 3 equations. Hence there is no unique solution for preload. (This is an advantage in
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the field since the wheel can remain stable with a broken or loose spoke in each group.)
However, adding two constraints does allow a unique mathematical solution.
The first
constraint is that the preload solution be the one where there is the least variation between
preloads. It closely represents the condition that a skilled wheel builder would try to achieve
since all the spokes are matched as close as the geometry will allow. It also is the solution
where there is minimal readjustment in loads if one of the spokes in the group is lost. The
second constraint is simply to pick a preload value for one of the spokes.
Figure 16 shows the preloads that balance an unloaded Bonneville rear wheel with the
lowest preload, the Left Outside, being set at 400 pounds, a value based on the preload test.
The geometric force balance and minimum preload variation then results in preloads of 404,
472 and 475 pounds for the Left Inside, Right Outside, and Right Inside spokes respectively.
Figure 17 shows how the entire wheel responds to a vertical load. Vertical loads
consist of the weight of the bike, rider, passenger and luggage. At rest, the weight is
distributed between the front and rear wheel but under high acceleration, all the weight can
be put on the rear wheel (a “wheelie”). The vertical load also is increased (and decreased)
by vertical accelerations from the road surface, potholes, etc. With all the spokes in work,
the Bonneville wheel is quite stiff in the vertical direction, deflecting only 0.005” with a vertical
load of 2500 pounds (read from the line with filled squares using the left scale), almost 5
times the total bike weight.
The wheel reacts to these loads by increased tension in the
upper spokes and reduced tension in the lower spokes. The maximum and minimum spoke
loads are also shown in Figure 17, and are read on the right scale. Even with the 2500
pound wheel load, the maximum spoke load is about 600 pounds and the lowest spoke load
is about 250 pounds. These values are in the elastic mode region for all the spokes.
The wheel experiences side loads (parallel to the axle centerline) when the bike is
banked for turning and from side impacts to the tire from road obstacles. Figure 18 shows
the wheel response to side loads in each direction of about 3 times the total bike weight (+/~1700 pounds). Total side loads are shown by the line with the filled squares and are read
on the left scale. Maximum and minimum loads for individual spokes are read from the lines
marked with X and * using the right scale. As with the vertical loads, very high side loads
can be accommodated while keeping the individual spokes in the elastic mode.
Acceleration and braking loads are transmitted from the hub to the rim by twisting the
hub, around the axle centerline, relative to the rim. From the wheel geometry, the outside
spokes have increased tension with acceleration loads while the inside spokes have
increased tension with braking loads. Figure 19 shows the wheel response to acceleration
(plus loads) and braking (negative loads), expressed in terms of the tire contact load. (The
curves are identified as in the previous two figures and the appropriate scales also match the
convention of Figures 17 and 18). During braking, most of the bike’s weight shifts to the front
wheel so even a hard, 1G, stop probably only generates about 250 pounds of tire contact
load and has only a slight change from preload on the individual spokes. Acceleration loads
can be a 1G or slightly more tire contact load and result, not just from acceleration, but from
overcoming wind and road drag at steady speed. Even in the limits of the tire loads plotted
in the figure, about 3 times the total bike weight, the spoke loads are in the tested elastic
mode range for all the spokes.
Figure 20 shows the individual spoke loads for the case of typical rear wheel loading on
a stopped bike, 400 pounds vertical load. The curves show how spokes located 180o from
vertical (the point where the tire meets the road) are unloaded from the initial preloads shown
in Figure 16. Spokes near the top of the wheel have their tension increased.
Figure 21 shows the same case as Figure 20 but with the tire contact load
corresponding to a steady speed of 65 mph, representing interstate cruising. The curves are
similar to Figure 20, but the outside spokes have an increase in tension while the inside
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spokes have reduced tension. (Of course, on a rotating wheel, each spoke is constantly
rotating through the whole range of wheel positions and consequently has a load that
fluctuates with each revolution.)
Figure 22 shows the same case as Figures 20 and 21 under hard, 1G, braking. The
tension loads have shifted to the inside spokes while the outside spokes have reduced
tension.
Finally, Figure 23 shows spoke loading for a heavily loaded (900 pounds on the rear
wheel) bike accelerating at 1G while in a 20 degree lean. All three types of loading –
vertical, side, and acceleration are taking place. As in all the previous figures, the loads are
in the elastic mode region for all the spokes.
The results of the wheel model load assessment are summarized in Figure 24 which
shows the spoke loads and displacements over the range of conditions to be expected on a
wheel in service. All the loads for all the spokes remain below the proportional limit and well
away from zero load under even multiples of expected loads. Typical displacements on the
wheel are within +/- 0.007 inches from the preload condition. All the spokes have very close
load vs. displacement within the operating range.
Retighten Evaluation:
An additional test was performed to determine the effect of multiple loading on the
spokes. The objective of this test was to determine how a spoke that has yielded and taken
a set will respond to being retightened. Also, an objective was to see if the material was
ductile enough to take several loadings without becoming brittle.
This test, done on the Left Outside spoke and documented in Figure 25, consisted of 3
repeat runs as were done in generating the data of Figures 10 through 13: a) setting the
preload dimension and load (400 pounds in this case), b) lowering the load until the spoke
was displaced -0.025 inch and c) recording load vs. displacement until the spoke was
displaced +0.025 inch from preload. A fourth “one ton” run was then made which was
identical to the first three except the load continued to the upper limit of the load cell gauge,
2000 pounds.
The test showed the “bending” mode was nearly identical while the stiffness in the
elastic region increased from 31,400 pounds/inch (Figure 10) to about 40,000 pounds/inch in
Also, the elastic region was extended to higher loads with the
the 3rd and 4th run.
proportional limit increasing from about 800 pounds (Figure 10) to about 1400 pounds.
This behavior is typical for steel and is well documented in textbooks:
The resulting proportional limit is appreciably higher…, a beneficial effect taken into
account in the utilization of springs, extrusions, and various cold working
processes9.
Assuming a Left Outside spoke went through the 4 load-set-retighten cycles while on
the wheel it would change the “in service” load vs. displacement curve from Figure 24 to
Figure 26.
Conclusions:
The test and analytical work documented here have several limitations:
a) Only one set of spokes was tested so there is no data on sample variation.
b) No fatigue testing was performed.
c) The original build processes, preloads and any cold working cycles used by
Triumph or their supplier are unknown.
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d) Motorcycle wheels are subjected to a wide range of loads and abuse that cannot
be included in any computer model.
Nevertheless, this evaluation does lead to the following conclusions:
1) The original hypothesis, “the inner spokes make them so flexible that they're
just along for the ride”, is false. Figures 15, 24 and 26 clearly show that the load
vs. displacement is very similar for all the spokes over the normal range of
operation. The various lengths of the sections of the spoke shank shown in Figure
3 appear to have been chosen by the spoke designers to produce a nearly
identical stiffness once the spokes become deformed through the “bending” mode
and enter the elastic mode. Also the computer model shows that, with the
measured load vs. displacement characteristics, the wheel load is indeed shared
among the spokes and no spoke is “just along for the ride”.
2) The spokes will yield and permanently set in the stretched condition if
overloaded. Once they set, their load capability is near zero. Since the
spokes operate in conjunction with their neighbors, once one spoke is overloaded
and loosened, its partners loosen as well.
When this happens, some of the
spokes are indeed “along for the ride” and the peak loads on the other spokes
increase – further compounding the trouble. This is the most likely cause of spoke
failures in general as well as on the Triumph Bonneville. Although the computer
model predicts the spokes should live a long happy life - hard impacts on potholes,
rough roads and high speeds, hitting curbs, and similar experiences are known to
overload, loosen and ultimately break spokes3,4,5. Another consideration is the
actual yield point cannot be accurately determined from the Figures 10 through 13.
The spokes have a complex geometry where small yielding is likely to occur at
lower load values then inferred from the data. Finally and most importantly, initial
adjustment and subsequent servicing can easily overload the spokes. ¼ turn of
the nipple puts a 0.006 inch displacement on the spoke. That’s about 200 pounds
of load and the same as the whole range of normal operation.
3) The spokes will not initially loosen from becoming under loaded. The spokes
act in unison and balance unloading with loading. Because of the “bending” mode
a spoke has to be allowed to loosen by almost 0.032 inch to become unloaded.
The normal unloading range is well under 0.010 inch. However, a spoke that has
yielded from overloading will then always be under loaded.
4) The spokes get better when retightened. The retighten evaluation shows that
the spokes become less likely to yield after they have been loaded past the first
yield point and retightened. That characteristic is well known in the literature9 and
is used in similar industrial applications. It is also used by bicycle wheel builders
who are known to over-stress their spokes to increase the yield resistance10.

Recommendations:
Spoked wheels have advantages over single piece cast or machined wheels. They are
more flexible and are able to keep going even with one or more broken spokes. Unlike
single piece wheels they can be repaired in the field; by simply replacing spokes. These
advantages have made spoked wheels the primary choice of off-road riders. On the
downside, the major disadvantage of spoked wheels is that they generally preclude using a
tubeless tire and make a flat tire more difficult to repair on the road. They also contribute to
flat tires if the broken spoke gets driven into the tube. The Motorcycle Safety Foundation
has this to say:
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Although tubeless tires significantly reduce the likelihood of a blowout and resulting
loss of control, tube-type tires are still fitted to many cruiser models in order to use
wire-spoke wheels for appearance reasons. However, alter-native wire-spoke
wheel designs exist that may be used with tubeless tires. Wire wheels may also be
sealed for use with tubeless tires. The Hurt Report listed puncture flats as the
primary motorcycle vehicle failure leading to crashes.11.
The new Triumph Bonneville has the spoked wheel design solely for appearance
purposes – the original Meriden Bonneville had spoked wheels. It is probably impossible to
prevent a broken spoke with Bonneville wheels or any other spoked wheel. Therefore, from
a pure safety standpoint, an owner should consider replacing the wheels with one piece
wheels that can use tubeless tires. However, there are many owners (the author included)
who have had thousands of trouble free miles with the original wheels. This evaluation
shows that there is sufficient design margin that broken spokes should be rare. Based on
the conclusions of this study, the following is recommended:
1) Have the 500 mile check done by a skilled wheel technician. This is probably
the primary lesson from this study. Whatever preloading and servicing was done
when the bike was built will be “worked” out during the first 500 miles. The spokes
will “break in” just like the engine and flexing will relieve stresses in the high yield
areas. If the spokes are checked and loose spokes retightened, all the spokes will
be back to as close to ideal condition as practical.
2) Recheck the spokes frequently. The spokes continue to “work” and will also readjust to every change made in tension by adjustment.
3) Don’t tighten anything more than necessary. The spokes have a stiffness of
25,000 to 40,000 pounds per inch. One turn of the nipple is 0.7mm or 0.028 inches.
A single turn can change the load by 1000 pounds. The accepted method of
adjusting spokes is to listen for a “ping” instead of a “thud” when tapping the
spokes. If a “thud” is found, the nipple should be turned only enough to obtain the
“ping”.
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Figure 1 – Hub & Spokes
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Figure 2 – 4 Spoke Geometry
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Figure 3 – Individual Spoke Dimensions and Geometry
Dimensions are for spokes as received and before loading
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Figure 4 – Radial Location of Spoke Attachments and Load Lines

Figure 6 – Hub and
Spoke Relation

Figure 5 – Axial Location of Spoke
Attachments and Load Lines
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Figure 7 – Pull Test Fixture
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Figure 8 – Spoke Hydraulic Pull Test Assembly
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Figure 9 – Test Tools
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Figure 10 – Left Outside Load vs. Displacement

Figure 11 – Left Inside Load vs. Displacement
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Figure 12 – Right Outside Load vs. Displacement

Figure 13 – Right Inside Load vs. Displacement
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Figure 14 – Spoke Deformation Under Load

Figure 15 – Load vs. Displacement Comparison
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Figure 16 – Rear Wheel Spoke Preload

Figure 17 – Rear Wheel Vertical Load Capability
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Figure 18 – Rear Wheel Side Load Capability

Figure 19 – Rear Wheel Rotational Load Capability
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Figure 20 – Rear Wheel Spoke Loads – Typical Stopped

Figure 21 – Rear Wheel Spoke Loads – Typical Cruise
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Figure 22 – Rear Wheel Spoke Loads – Typical Braking

Figure 23 – Rear Wheel Spoke Loads – High Loads and Acceleration
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Figure 24 – Spoke Load Conditions “On the Road”

Figure 25 – Repeated Load Test – Left Outside
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Figure 26 – Spoke Load Conditions “On the Road”
Left Outside Spoke on 4th Retighten

